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25+
LUXURY EXPERIENCES &  SERVICES




60+
LUXURY VILLAS & YACHTS






300+
INTERNATIONAL PARTNERS




1500+
SATISFIED CLIENTS





Indulge yourself in the ultimate luxury

In L4Luxury we provide boutique concierge services & luxury lifestyle management for VIP members, their businesses, and families.
Combining human expertise with artificial intelligence, to act as a discreet and seamless assistant just a click away, we give high value to relaxation time and we enable a touch of luxury in everyday life moments.




 



DISCOVER MORE




Always at your service
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Luxury Yachts
We are proud to offer some of the most staggering private crewed charter yachts in Greece. No matter what our clients’ wishes are, L4 Luxury can meet any personalized need with a wide range of fully equipped, high-standard palatial yachts!
GET ON BOARD
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Luxury Villas
L4Luxury offers a selection of the best and most lavish villas to rent in Greece. Highly focused on detail, we are informed about every aspect of each villa, knowing in advance if it meets our special guests’ requirements, to offer them an exhilarating.
LIVE THE EXPERIENCE
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Luxury Services
Luxury uncensored for some of the world’s most influential people!
Private and corporate concierge, bespoke travel bookings, and lifestyle management services, with exclusive access to luxury yachts, helicopters, and VIP events.
DISCOVER OUR SERVICES
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Luxury Experiences
L4Luxury is here to make your dreams come true. We are here to assist you with any type of service you may wish for and create for you the most luxurious and exquisite vacation experience. Our mission is to provide you with a personalized approach, catering all your needs.
DISCOVER OUR EXPERIENCES
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Experience a world of grandeurThe most magnificent destinations for unsurpassed escapes
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Mykonos
The legendary Greek island where luxury feels like home. It would take endless lines to describe Mykonos! Where to start from really? Mykonos belongs to the Cyclades complex and is accessible from Pireaus Port or Athens International Airport.
VIEW DESTINATION
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Corfu
Corfu, an island situated at the west coast of Greece, is one of the most beautiful and romantic islands of the Ionian Islands group. From its wild green nature to noble mansions and from idyllic beaches to interesting sightseeing, this...
VIEW DESTINATION
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Paros
The award-winning Greek island is an earthly paradise. If you are looking for a few days of relaxation on an island that can combine absolutely everything, Paros is the ultimate choice. Paros is one of the most famous Greek islands...
VIEW DESTINATION
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Antiparos
Heaven untouched! The small gem of the Cyclades is one of the few places in the Mediterranean that can still offer what people call ‘’an authentic Greek experience’’.
VIEW DESTINATION
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Santorini
One of the most amazing and most visited islands all over the world, is Santorini! Its wild beauty, with the breath-taking Caldera and its famous sunset, are some sights that will leave you breathless. Nothing can prepare you for the...
VIEW DESTINATION
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Pylos
Pylos, also known as Navarino, is a town and a former municipality in Messenia, Peloponesse. This bеautiful seаside town is situated on thе sоuthwest cοast of Peloponesse, in a lаrge bay κnοwn as Nаvarino Bay, since Navarinо wаs thе Italian...
VIEW DESTINATION
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Alonnisos
The beautiful island of Alonnisos is the third member of the Northern Sporades, after Skiathos and Skopelos. The village of Alonnisos is located on the southern part of the island. It is locally known as Chora and signposted as The...
VIEW DESTINATION
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Chalkidiki
Chalkidiki is one of the most beautiful holiday destinations in Northern Greece. It is well-known for its natural beauty, the crystal-clear, warm waters, the secluded bays and the cosmopolitan beaches. Chalkidiki consists of three small peninsulas, known as its ”three...
VIEW DESTINATION
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Bali
The amazing island of Bali, one of the most popular destinations in the world, is a place full of history and spirituality. Most of its visitors seek an ultimate relaxation experience, while they get amazed by its spectacular scenery, created...
VIEW DESTINATION
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Ibiza
This magical and vivid island is part of the Balearic Island group, sitting East of the Spanish mainland. It offers its lucky visitors various holiday experiences. If you’re looking for a once-in-a-lifetime party experience, Ibiza is the place to be....
VIEW DESTINATION
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St Tropez
Beautiful and tropical Saint Tropez is a town of the French Riviera, in Southern France. This chic town has inspired many artists with its romantic breeze. St. Tropez is famous for its beaches, which are a unique experience on their...
VIEW DESTINATION
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Austria
As one of the most popular vacation valleys in Tyrol and throughout Austria, the Zillertal offers diverse sports & recreation offer year-round. In winter, it is a true paradise with its four large ski regions, 125 km of cross-country skiing...
VIEW DESTINATION
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Live your dream withThe Legendary CHRISTINA O






The ultimate splendor by a legendary yacht… More than any other yacht, CHRISTINA O is a symbol of splendor, elegance, and romance, and stepping aboard you can’t but feel its magic. Probably the most written about yacht available to charter, Christina O offers an amazing opportunity for those wishing to sail in absolute style, glamor, and comfort.



DISCOVER MORE
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Luxury Services & Experiences
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Luxury Transportation

L4Luxury offers perfectly tailored transportation services to suit your needs, guaranteeing an excellent travel experience.

EXPLORE OUR SERVICE
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Restaurant Reservation Service

Would you like to make a reservation at a fully booked restaurant in Mykonos or Ibiza? L4Luxury can provide you...

EXPLORE OUR SERVICE
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Luxury Goods Services

Luxury products at your place by L4luxury with just a ring.

EXPLORE OUR SERVICE
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Wedding

Over the past 20 years, our company has created and catered for numerous outstanding luxury weddings.

EXPLORE OUR SERVICE
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Bachelor Party

If you are dreaming of a huge, perfect bachelor(ette), we are here for you. Our team of professionals will help...

EXPLORE OUR SERVICE
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Honeymoon Experience

The most luxurious honeymoon experience designed just for you. Honeymoon is a chance to restore and relax after the wedding...

EXPLORE OUR SERVICE
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Personal Shopping

Shopping can become one of the most memorable experiences, especially when visiting a fashion capital. To enhance this experience and...

EXPLORE OUR SERVICE
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Security Services

From VIP Transfers to Body Guarding Services, L4Luxury can assist you at any level of your personal security.

EXPLORE OUR SERVICE
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Private Dinner Experience

L4Luxury can arrange the perfect private dinner for you, at the best venues worldwide.

LIVE THE EXPERIENCE
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Wine Tasting Experience

L4Luxury collaborates with the best wineries around the world, offering you the chance to learn more about wine and spirits.

LIVE THE EXPERIENCE
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Life Management

Our team of professionals is at your disposal, to provide you with the highest level of customer service, regardless your...

LIVE THE EXPERIENCE
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Special For Ladies

As a woman, you want to be treated as a queen, especially while on vacation.

LIVE THE EXPERIENCE
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Health and Wellness Experience

L4Luxury is at your disposal to boast an extensive experience in the Health, Wellness & Fitness sectors and provide you...

LIVE THE EXPERIENCE
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City Guide Experience

Your personal guide will be there to show every city to you and your guests. Allow us to take you...

LIVE THE EXPERIENCE
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Special Activities

If you are looking for a different experience to share with your friends or guests while on vacation, our team...

LIVE THE EXPERIENCE
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Religious Tourism Experience

One of the oldest and most important forms of "tourism" is the Religious. In Greece, religiousness has always been expressed...

LIVE THE EXPERIENCE
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Organic Farms Tours Experience

Organic farming based on the value of tradition, the wisdom of nature and the love people put on every single...

LIVE THE EXPERIENCE
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Private Hiking

Greece is one of the best destinations for hiking and climbing. L4Luxury can propose and organize the best hiking experience...

LIVE THE EXPERIENCE










TESTIMONIALS
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testimonia5

Thank you very much for looking after us, and thank you for building such an amazing villa, with an outstanding a picturesque view! We really hope to come again to Corfu, and visit you all. Many thanks Mr. Lekatsa' s family, Vasso, Efi and Konstantinos, Eugenia and Kostas! From Russia with love, All the Best!!!

Ali, Irina, Asya, Eugeny, Tina, Albert, Eldar, Emma, Lisa and the Nannys!
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testimonia4

Dear hosts, Thank you for your hospitality. We absolutely loved this place! Everything is done to perfection. The villas, the outdoor area and specially all the staff working here made us feel genuinely welcomed and pampered. We truly felt like home here <3. Big thank you to Efi and Konstantinos for making the most delicious food for us all twice a day (we were 15 people with dietary restrictions and 6 children ). You were amazing! Thank you to Vasso, Eugenia and Kostas for making our stay worry free. We will miss you all and we hope to come back to this wonderful place in the future.

Agneselia, Ewil, Sofia + Filip, Yamit, Johan, Lena, Jack, Jenny, David, Leon, Maya, Celine, August
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testimonial3

AMAZING, LIFE CHANGING EXPERIENCE. Thanks to the staff, the owners and the architects. Come here with friends and family. I guarantee  you will never fight with them. Harmony is the name of this place.

Ariadne & group from Romania
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testimonial2

Dear Vasso, Thank you! Honestly thank you for yout kindness and welcome! Thanx for looking after us! We absolute loved this place! We will never forget this vacations. We really want come back to Corfu, here in the villa. We love you and GOD BLESS you! P.S.: Maria is such a sweet heart I love her. Thank you Maria. From Bulgaria with love 03.09.2019

Ola and Toni
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testimonial1

We had a fabulous afternoon hosting our VIP group at the villa today! Great service & a suprt location. Thank you for your hospitality and for being so accommodatin! Tern Champagne.
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test3

If you require bespoke luxury services with speed, immediacy, and… discretion L4 Luxury won’t let you down. It’s not the first time I’ve used this company for my personal and business trips and I can say with absolute certainty that every experience they’ve proposed for me has been ecstatic. Highly recommended!
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test2

The best luxury lifestyle services we’ve ever experienced! The Myconian villa booked for our family was far beyond our expectations, and the complementary services were exemplary. L4 Luxury thank you for showing us what paradise must feel like.
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test1

Thank you to the L4Luxury team for their impeccable service provided to our company, offering us the most memorable escape to the majestic Greek islands. When it comes to concierge services, I am convinced this is the ultimate one-stop-luxury-stop.
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 GPS Global Prime Services AG
 Riedstrasse 7 | 6330 Cham
 Switzerland
 +41 76 244 11 02
 Prime Services P.C.
 Listarcheio | 49084 Corfu
 Greece
 +30 697 040 7801

 info@luxury.gr


	
	
	
	



 Sign up and claim your own share of luxury
 

 By continuing, you accept the privacy policy
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